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Introduction
The specification continues to be a very popular course as teachers and schools recognise
the benefits of an examinable course that both interests and educates young people. The
variety of choice within the new specification allows teachers to teach the course that most
suits their students and as such the examination is unique. Entry numbers decreased this
year as the option of doing the GCSE via a modular route was removed. However numbers
overall are increasing for the full course as schools become aware that the short course
GCSE will not be included in schools performance tables in the near future.
Unit 2 is studied from a Christian perspective. The course engages the interest of young
people, it addresses many moral and spiritual issues affecting young people today and
importantly it fulfils all the requirements for the present Key Stage 4 statutory Religious
Education.
The candidates have achieved a wide range of performance levels as would be expected
from an examination with mainly whole cohort entry.
The mean on this paper showed that as a result of year 11 only entry, the knowledge
and understanding of the subject amongst the candidates had increased. The addition of
extra SPG marks may have also affected the mean.
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Question 1 (a) (b) (c) (d)
In Section 1 of the examination ‘Believing in God’, question 1 was more popular than
question 2. Although overall candidates who opted for question 2 scored higher marks.
(a) What is a miracle?
Key words are given at the beginning of each section of the specification content.
Candidates should be aware of the definitions of the key words in order to use them in their
responses. The glossary is found in Appendix 4 of the specification.
Candidates who achieved 2 marks on this question were able to give the glossary definition
confidently. The majority of candidates answered this question well.
Candidates are required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the content,
expressing their own responses to the issues and questions raised using reasons and
evidence, whilst evaluating alternative points of view.
The examination paper requires the candidates to give reasoned opinions in (b) and (d)(i)
responses. In (c) responses, the knowledge and understanding of the required content is
assessed. In (d)(ii) the evaluation of the alternative point of view is assessed. All aspects
require the study of Christian attitudes and teachings to the issues.
(b) Do you think unanswered prayers prove God does not exist?
Candidates responded positively to this question and many gave developed reasons. The
candidates were familiar with the Christian responses to unanswered prayers. Where it was
answered less well, candidates gave a definition of an unanswered prayer.
Candidates should be advised to give two reasons to support one point of view. This
supports them in exploring their own thoughts and developing answers, thus gaining higher
marks.
(c) Explain how the causation argument may lead to belief in God.
Candidates found this question difficult and many confused causation with design and
did not answer the question. Some candidates outlined the causation argument but did
not explain how this might lead to belief in God.
(d) “Natural evil is proof that God did not create the world”.
Many candidates misunderstood the (d) statement and responded to why natural evil would
lead to belief or non-belief in God. The question required candidates to have a working
knowledge of the term natural evil and be able to use it throughout the section.
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1 (a) What is a miracle?
1 (b) Do you think unanswered prayers prove God does not exist?
Give two reasons for your answer.

Examiner Comments

The candidates performed well at both parts of this question. The mark
scheme in the (a) item distinguished between unexplained happenings and
those that break the laws of science. The wording of this question allowed for
candidates to gain marks for examples. Candidates answered that they did
not believe God must have done it to gain 2 marks. Events such as child birth
were not credited as they do not break the laws of science.
This candidate gives two clear reasons for (b) and develops each one
confidently. Thus gaining 4 marks.

Examiner Tip

(a) Candidates should learn and give the glossary definitions to be confident
of gaining 2 marks.
(b) Candidates must give two developed reasons. There are many examples
where candidates give four simple reasons, these cannot be credited beyond
2 marks.
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Explain how the causation argument may lead to belief in God.

Examiner Comments

The majority of candidates were not prepared well for this
bullet point on the specification. Many muddled the design and
causation arguments. In some cases they read the question to
mean what causes arguments about belief in God.
In this example the candidate answers (c) in the (d) space. This
is not an issue as marks are awarded appropriately as normal.
The candidate gives a comprehensive explanation giving one
reason written coherently and therefore can be awarded the
higher mark for QWC (Quality of Written Communication).
The levels are reached at four points as indicated below: “been
caused”“got to God”“was earlier”“who created God”.
Level 4 = 8 marks.
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Examiner Tip

Candidates should note that
if they are writing anywhere
other than the space provided,
they should clearly indicate
this to the examiner. It is
better to use the blank pages
at the end of the answer
booklet than to attach loose
papers.

"Natural evil is proof that God did not create the world."

Examiner Comments

Examiner Tip

Candidates either did really well at this question or
misunderstood it compeletely. Some candidates answered a
question about evil and suffering proving God does not exist,
or just gave reasons why God does not exist in general.

Candidates must be prepared
to read the question and
answer the question set to
gain marks.

This candidate answers the question set and gains full marks
Three simple reasons given either side.
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Question 2 (a) (b) (c) (d)
In Section 1 of the examination ‘Believing in God’, question 1 was more popular than
question 2. Although overall candidates who opted for question 2 scored higher marks.
(a) What is meant by moral evil?
Key words are given at the beginning of each section of the specification content.
(b) Do you think miracles have happened?
Candidates responded positively to this question and many gave developed reasons. The
candidates were familiar with the Christian examples of miracles. Where it was answered
less well, candidates gave a definition of a miracle.
Candidates should be advised to begin this answer with the phrase “I think…” or “I believe…”
to make sure they are giving a personal opinion, followed by two reasons.
(c) Explain why scientific explanation of how the world began may lead some people not to
believe in God.
This question was generally answered well by candidates. The majority were able to give
reasons that scientific explanations would cause people to reject belief in God.
(d) “The media helps people to believe in God”
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(a) What is meant by moral evil?
(b) Do you think miracles have happened?
Give two reasons for your answer.

Examiner Comments
Examiner Tip

(a) 2 marks for a correct definition
(b) The candidate gives a personal opinion supported by two
developed reasons.
Reason one: reached at “happened ” developed to “science”.
Reason two: reached at “breaks the laws” developed to “it must
be true".
Two developed reasons = 4 marks
The SPG mark for this question was awarded at the intermediate
level = 2 marks.
In this response the candidate made a lot of mistakes but it did
not impact on the understanding of the answer. The SPG mark is
awarded for the whole question not just (a) and (b).

Words needing captial
letters are given in the
specification under 'use of
capital letters'. Candidate
use of specialist terms goes
beyond the glossary and they
are credited for using specialist
vocabulary that would be
taught as part of the general
teaching of religious studies.
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(c) Explain why scientific explanations of how the world began may lead some people not to
believe in God.
(d) "The media helps people to believe in God."
In your answer you should refer to Christianity.
(i) Do you agree? Give reasons for your opinion.
(ii) Give reasons why some people may disagree with you.

10
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Examiner Comments

Candidates answered the questions well on how
the world began. Some concerns were expressed
by examiners about the accuracy of the scientific
understanding shown. In some cases candidates
used scientific information but did not answer the
question as to how this might lead to non belief in
God.
The majority of candidates were not prepared for
the media bullet point from this section of the
specification. Many answered questions on media
from other sections of the specification giving
answers to 'if it was fair to religious people' or
'should the media criticise religion'.
In this example the candidate gains full 23 marks.

Examiner Tip

To be successful, candidates need to
prepare for the examination based on
the specification.
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Question 3 (a)
This section is on Matters of Life and Death.
In this section question 4 was more popular than question 3.
3 (a) What is abortion?
Key words are given at the beginning of each section of the specification content.
Candidates who did not gain 2 marks usually gave a definition based on their knowledge but
was misleading about what it meant.

Examiner Comments

Candidates who thought they knew the definition, but had not
learned the glossary definition, tended to give answers which
could be misunderstood as murder of a small child eg getting
rid of a baby.
This example gained 2 marks for a correct defintion.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should learn the glossary defintions.

Examiner Comments

The candidate in this example gives a description of what
they understand abortion to be. However it is not the glossary
defintion and does not indicate that the 'baby' is still in the
womb nor does it mention the termination of a pregnancy.
The candidate gained no marks.

Examiner Tip

Use specialist terms such as foetus and refer to glossary
definitions frequently to help you remember them.
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Question 3 (b) (c) (d)
In this section question 4 was more popular than question 3.
The specification requires the study of all bullet points.
(b) Do you think life after death is impossible?
The majority of candidates answered this question well.
Candidates must develop reasons and this can be achieved by offering an example.
(c ) Explain why euthanasia is a controversial issue.
Candidates who did well understood different attitudes to euthanasia and why this might
make euthanasia a controversial issue. In some responses candidates gave arguments for
and against euthanasia showing a lack of understanding of the word controversial. In (c)
items the candidate's own opinion is not required.
(d) The media should not be allowed to criticise what religions say about matters of life and
death.
Candidates responded well to this question and many referred to specific examples of
where the media had criticised attitudes to abortion or euthanasia that could be a Christian
response because of their beliefs and teachings. The format of splitting those who agree and
those who disagree worked well in this section.
(b) Do you think life after death is impossible? Give two reasons for your answer.
(c) Explain why euthanasia is a controversial issue.

14
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Examiner Comments

(b) This candidate gives a personal opinion
supported by two reasons with one
developed
Reason one: “scientific proof” developed to
“proven by now”
Reason two: “come back”
Two reasons one developed = 3 marks
(c) The candidate gives two correct reasons
written coherently and therefore can be
awarded the higher mark for QWC.
“that is wrong”“decision for them”“worse
than letting them die”“you just don’t know”
Level 4 = 8 marks

16
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Examiner Tip

When preparing for the (b) items candidates
should be aware that TWO distinctive developed
reasons should be given. If they give three
simple reasons, they will only gain 2 marks.
The specification bullet point is why euthanasia
is a controversial issue. However many
candidates did not seem to have understood
that this was asking about the pivotal issues
that cause the controversy and, instead, gave
an answer to why some people agree with
euthanasia and some do not. This was awarded
accordingly.

This question was answered well by many candidates.
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Examiner Comments

(b) The candidate gives a personal opinion supported by two developed
reasons.
Reason one: “death is possible” developed to “from the afterlife”
Reason two: “able to feel” developed to “death after death”
Two developed reasons = 4 marks.
(c) The candidate gives four correct reasons written coherently
and therefore can be awarded the higher mark for QWC.
“huge moral dilemma” “if the person wants it” “more damaging” “only God
can take life”
Level 4 = 8 marks
(d)(i) A personal opinion supported by three simple reasons = 3 marks
“choose what to believe in” “around them” “fair to religion”
(d)(ii) A personal opinion supported by one fully developed reason = 3
marks
“others in a dangerous way” developed by example of “abortion doctor's car”
This refers to some Christians' views and therefore can be awarded more
than the 3 marks overall.

Examiner Tip

On (b) items it is essential that the candidate gives
a personal opinion. I believe or I think. Candidates
who begin Christians think cannot be awarded marks
unless they say 'and I am a Christian' as it is not
their own opinion.
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Question 4 (a)
Question 4 was the more popular choice in this section. Many candidates avoided the media
questions.
Question 4(a) - What is meant by paranormal? This was not answered well by candidates.
There is a distinction between 'what is meant by' and 'what is' meant that the majority of
candidates gained only 1 mark.
The majority of candidates gave partially correct answers to this question. The mark scheme
and definition has two parts.
There are two parts to the definiton from the glossary. The unexplained event or happening
and the spiritual or supernatural cause. Both elements needed to be present for the 2
marks.

Examiner Comments

This candidate gives one part of the required glossary
definition, the unexplained, but not the spiritual nature or
cause of the event. The example adds nothing to the answer
and the candidate gains 1 mark.

The candidate in this example answers the question 'what is paranormal?'

Examiner Comments

This is an example of paranormal and therefore gains 1
mark.

Examiner Comments

In this example the candiate gives the spiritual cause but
not the event or happening that is unexplained, therefore
gains 1 mark.
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Question 4 (b) (c) (d)
In this section question 4 was more popular than question 3.
b) Do you think belief in life after death should affect the way Christians live their lives?
Candidates did well on this question. The better answers referred to the parable of the
Sheep and Goats.
(c ) Explain why some Christians accept abortion.
The vast majority of candidates were able to answer well but those who gave arguments
for and against abortion limited the marks they could be given. It was disappointing to see
many ‘secular’ type answers rather than those referring to religious teachings and concepts
such as the lesser of two evils. Candidates should read questions carefully as to what they
need to include in their response.  
(d) “Euthanasia should never be allowed”
Candidates again were well prepared for this question and could give good answers.
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Examiner Comments

(b) This candidate gives a personal opinion supported by two
developed reasons
Reason one: “next” developed to “happy”
Reason two: “loved ones” developed to “comforted”

Question
4bcd_81213_01.png
Two
developed
reasons = 4 marks.

(c) The candidate gives two reasons with one fully developed,
written coherently and therefore can be awarded the higher mark for
QWC.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should break
up their reasons into
paragraphs so that they can
see clearly how many they
have given.

“heart
beat”4bcd_81213_02.png
developed to “ending of a life”
Question
The second paragraph lists several reasons for abortion being the
lesser of two evils taking the answer to Level 4.
In this question the reasons Christians allow abortion can either be
as
per the mark
scheme ‘the most loving thing to do’, the ‘lesser of
Question
4bcd_81213_03.png
two reasons’ and then developed with examples or each example
may be a reason that a Christian would allow abortion eg ‘the
mother’s life is at risk.’

use the whole clip

Level 4 = 8 marks  

(d)(i) A personal opinion supported by three simple reasons = 3
marks
“belongs”“killing”“allowed”
(d)(ii) A personal opinion supported by three simple reasons = 3
marks
“Kindness”“death”“dignity”
The candidate refers to Christian teaching and therefore can be
awarded more than the 3 marks overall.
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Question 5 (a)
This section is Marriage and the Family.
In this section question 5 was more popular than question 6.
5(a) What is meant by faithfulness?
The vast majority of candidates answered this question well gaining 2 marks. Candidates
who did not gain 2 marks usually gave a definition based on their knowledge but were not
clear about what it meant.

What is meant by faithfulness?

Examiner Comments

This candidate gained 2 marks.

Examiner Tip

The candidates are given key words
in the sections of the specification.
Faithfulness is in Section 3 and refers to
marriage and the family and not belief in
God, which is Section 1.
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Question 5 (b) (c) (d)
In this section question 5 was more popular than question 6.
(b) Do you think marriage is important?
The majority of candidates answered this question well.
(c ) Explain why some Christians do not allow divorce.
Candidates who did well understood different attitudes to divorce. In some responses
candidates gave arguments for and against allowing divorce having not read the question
carefully. Many candidates used secular reasons for allowing divorce and did not refer to
Christian reasons.
(d) Sex before marriage is wrong.
There were some excellent answers to this question which clearly held great interest to the
candidates. Answers were mostly based on religious and sociological ideas surrounding sex
before marriage. The better answers to this question discussed issues such as security and
sanctity of marriage. Other candidates launched into opinions about why anyone should
tell anyone else what they should and should not do, and as these did not provide specific
information about sex before marriage, they were not credited.
Candidates should give three reasons for each side to secure marks, starting with I agree or
disagree and offering a Christian response somewhere in the answer.
The (b) item in this response shows how marking might be flexible given the response of
the candidate.

Examiner Comments

Examiner Tip

(b) This candidate gives a personal opinion supported
by two developed reasons.  The candidate has given
one brief reason followed by two developed reasons.
Marks were award for the two developed reasons.
Reason one: “sex life” developed to “love and support”
Reason two: “to create a family” developed to “up as
Christians”
Two developed reasons = 4 marks

Candidates do not have to fill the space
provided and full marks can be achieved
within the space given. They should
avoid spending too long on these earlier
questions to avoid running out of time in
Section 4.
It is not advised that candidates use
extra paper.
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Examiner Comments

(c) This candidate gives one correct reason written coherently
and therefore can be awarded the higher mark for QWC. The
level is reached at “stick at it”
Level 1 = 2 marks  
(d)(i) A personal opinion supported by two simple reasons = 2
marks
“you make love”“create a family”
(d)(ii) One simple reason
“connection with” = 1 mark

Examiner Tip

The candidate does not refer to Christian teaching
and therefore cannot be awarded more than the 3
marks overall.
Candidates must make reference to Christianity in
their (d) answers.
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Question 6 (a)
(a) What is a nuclear family?
Most candidates knew the glossary definition for nuclear family and those who did not were
usually able to define it using alternative wording. Some were awarded partially correct
marks if they did not indicate that they all lived together as a unit.

Examiner Comments

This candidate gives a partially correct
definition, but does not mention living
together as a unit. 1 mark

Examiner Comments

A fully correct example. 2 marks

Examiner Comments

An example of a candidate giving the
incorrect answer which is another key
word defintion.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should practice the key
words and also use them on a daily
basis so they become familiar with
their meanings.
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Question 6 (b) (c) (d)
In this section question 5 was more popular than question 6.
This was answered well and most candidates were able to state their own opinion about
whether Christians should accept homosexuality and most linked their reasons to modern
understanding of homosexuality or Biblical teachings about homosexuality.
(c ) Explain how an issue arising from this section, marriage and the family, has
been presented in one form of media.
Candidates were not prepared for this question. The majority of candidates appear to have
studied more than one form of media and used the variety of media to answer a general
media question, but could only be credited for more than one example of media.
Examples from 'television' would be one form of media. The candidates also mistakenly
gave examples of issues from other sections of the examination, for example, using
interfaith marriage which is in Section 4.
(d) “Attitudes to divorce have not really changed”
Most candidates were able to give reasons backing their view about whether attitudes to
divorce have changed in (d)(i) and reasons for an alternative view in (d)(ii). More able
candidates used examples from changes in the law and quotations from Church teachings to
support their opinion. Other candidates' responses simply gave arguments for and against
divorce or included religious scripture as proof that attitudes had changed when these have
not changed.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate achieves full marks and
demonstrates a good answer on the
media question.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should give three reasons for
each side to secure marks on a (d) item,
starting with I agree or disagree and offering a
Christian response somewhere in the answer.
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Question 7 (a)
(a) What is sexism?
Most candidates knew the glossary definition for sexism and were awarded full marks.
However, some candidates used examples and gained only partial marks

Examiner Comments

A full mark definition - gaining 2 marks

Examiner Comments

This refers to homophobia or
discrimination against people who are
homosexual and is therefore incorrect.

Examiner Comments

1 mark partially correct definition
An example of an act of sexism
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Question 7 (b) (c) (d)
In this section question 7 was more popular than question 8.
(b) Do you think the govenrment can prevent discrimination?
Most candidates could give their own opinion but the reasons given were overall weak.
(c ) Explain how religions work to promote community cohesion.
Candidates had a limited knowledge of what religious communities do to promote
community cohesion and many answered the question 'why' they worked towards it and
therefore gaining only Level 1.
(d) “Racial harmony is possible in the UK”.
Most candidates were able to respond to the quote. It was positive to note that the majority
of candidates no longer thought racism was an issue in their experience of the world and
that today in the UK the majority of people were treated equally.
This year there was an increase in candidates who committed a rubric offence. This is a
concern as candidates lose a serious number of marks in this way.
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Examiner Comments

(b) This candidate gives a personal opinion supported by
two developed reasons.
Reason one: “harsher” developed to “bigger”
Reason two: ”being discriminated” developed to
“discriminated against”
Two developed reasons = 4 marks
THE CANDIDATE THEN SWITCHES TO QUESTION 8 which
means that the best of the marks either for question 7 or
8 are awarded, but inevitably marks are lost.

Examiner Tip

After choosing which question they are going to answer
in a section, candidates should cross out the question
they do not intend to answer and ensure that they
answer all four parts of the same question.
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Question 8 (a)
(a) What is meant by interfaith marriage?
Most candidates gained 2 marks for this question.

Examiner Comments

A full mark answer.
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Question 8 (b) (c) (d)
In this section question 7 was more popular than question 8.
(b) Do you think religious people should try and convert people to their religion?
Most candidates could give their own opinion but the reasons given were overall weak.
Many gave an answer to a question about forcing beliefs on other people or 'making' people
convert, which was not the response needed.
(c ) Explain why the Church works to help people who are seeking asylum and/or immigrant
workers.
Many candidates could explain what the Church did to support people who are seeking
asylum and/or immigrant workers and limited themselves to Level 1 answers. The best
candidates used Biblical teachings to support the reasons churches help.
(d) “Religious people can achieve community cohesion”.
Most candidates were able to respond to the quote about the possibility of community
cohesion but did not give Christian reasons so limiting their overall score to a possible 3 out
6.
Some candidates were able to give their own opinion and reasons for it, but were unable to
explain why others might disagree with their opinion. It is important that candidates fully
discuss both their own reasons and those that other people might hold.
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Examiner Comments

(b) This candidate gives a personal opinion supported by two developed
reasons
Reason one: “Jesus Christ” developed to “valued”
Reason two: “respected” developed to “their religion”
Two developed reasons = 4 marks
(c) The candidate gives four simple reasons written coherently
and therefore can be awarded the higher mark for QWC.
“are the same”“love your neighbour”“good Samaritan”“hard to show it”
Level 4 = 8 marks
(d)(i) A personal opinion supported by three simple reasons = 3 marks
“promote cohesion”“Love each person”“without judgement”
(d)(ii) Three simple reasons = 3 marks
“to do that”“conversion”“quality of life”

Examiner Tip

Candidates should use the space provided, but
if they indicate they have made mistakes, they
should use the blank pages at the end of the
paper to write corrected answers. There is no
need to attach extra sheets.
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Examiner Comments

(b) This candidate gives a personal opinion supported by one
developed reason. Reason one: “want to” developed to “own
decision” One developed reason = 2 marks
(c) The candidate gives four correct reasons written coherently
and therefore can be awarded the higher mark for QWC.
“heaven”“love yourself”“wealth”“sinned”
Level 4 = 8 marks
(d)(i) A personal opinion supported by three simple reasons = 3 marks
“respect”“working together”“equally”
(d)(ii) Three correct reasons = 3 marks
“tension”“racism”“uprising”
Reference is made to Christian teaching and therefore more than the 3
marks overall can be awarded.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

Candidates should continue to link topics to their everyday lives and the society around
them, as was seen in some interesting answers produced for this paper.

•

There is a choice of two questions per section and each of these has four sub-questions.
Candidates can either attempt the sub-questions in the top questions - odd numbers or the sub-questions in the bottom question - even numbers. Candidates who choose
questions from a mixture of the top and bottom questions will not receive marks for all
their responses and as such are at a clear disadvantage.

•

Candidates are asked to indicate which question they have answered by putting a cross
in the appropriate box at the top of the paper. Some candidates did not do this and they
should do this as part of examination preparation.

•

The number of lines on the question paper are more than adequate for candidates to
achieve maximum marks. There is no need for candidates to write more than this. Any
candidate who needs extra space can use that space allocated to other questions as long
as they clearly indicate on their paper that this is what they have done.

•

A number of candidates did not complete the final section due to timing difficulties.
Candidates should spend about twenty minutes per question, leaving ten minutes to
check through work at the end of the paper.

In addition, some general points can be made on how best to answer the various question
types:

42

•

Maximum marks on the Part (a) questions are easily gained by learning the Edexcel
glossary definitions and this is a constant feature throughout the paper.

•

Only the candidate's own point of view can be credited in Part (b) questions. Candidates
should concentrate on stating their opinion and writing two separate reasons for it, each
in a distinct paragraph. They should then develop each of the reasons with an example
or a quotation.

•

Candidates can gain the higher mark within the level in Part (c) by writing coherently as
outlined in the Quality of Written Communication descriptor in the Mark Scheme.

•

Many of the Part (d) questions produced interesting answers. However, candidates
should ensure that they start by stating their own view and reasons for it in Part (d)
(i) and state reasons why someone might hold a different view in Part d(ii), rather than
confusing the two halves. At least one of the reasons given in either Part d(i) or Part
d(ii) must refer in some way to Roman Catholic Christianity to go beyond 3 marks.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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